
 

Onyx Medium | 10 lbs (Jar)

  Product ID: CG-ONYX-M-10-J
Weight: 12.000000 lbs
Manufacturer: American Fire Glass

Price: $49.99
   Or Call: (888) 264-1017

Onyx Medium Fire Pit Glass

Onyx is no ordinary material, but the stuff of legends. Tales of this mysterious and beautiful stone
date back to Greek mythology. It was prized and used extensively by many ancient civilizations
including the Romans and Egyptians for making jewelry and carvings. Now, we have succeeded in
capturing some of the beauty of onyx in our fire glass so that your customers can bring its exotic
features to their homes...

Our onyx medium fire pit glass may be described as dark, elegant, mysterious and exotic all at once!
Made from recycled glass, these gleaming black fire glass pieces are guaranteed to impress all
onlookers with their opaque luster. Ideal for any outdoor environment, this magnificent glass is
especially suited to backgrounds of light shade which will contrast with its stunning black. This
medium variety is chunkier as compared with our onyx small fire pit glass, which allows for better air
circulation and also delivers a bigger and more impressive flame. When your customers' fire pit is
lighted, all eyes will stare in wonder at the amazing display as the dark black fire glass shines and
reflects the bright yellow flames dancing above it.

Not Just for Beautifying Fire Pits!

Even if your customers do not own a fire pit, there are still many uses for our onyx medium fire pit
glass to enhance the look of their outdoor scenery. It may be used in aquariums, near water
features, or in gardens for landscaping. Our onyx fire pit glass may be used alone, or combined with
other complementing colors to create a truly unique look.

Practical, Safe & Long Lasting!

Our fire pit glass is not just beautiful, but also very practical. It does a wonderful job of covering the
entire bottom surface of a fire feature, thereby hiding the unseemly pipes and tubes that are often
visible in gas fire pits. This makes them a much more desirable alternative to the more common
ceramic wood and stones.
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All of our fire pit glass has been carefully designed to withstand extreme temperatures and harsh
weather without sustaining any damage or discoloration. Our tempered fire glass is not tumbled
which ensures an enhanced shine. Used correctly, it could last your customers a lifetime!

Material Color-infused tempered, not tumbled, fire glass engineered to perfection
Quality Control: Stringent multi-step QC process at our factory in the USA
Cleaning: Easy cleaning, Rinse with vinegar and water (50:50) as required
Maintenance: Remove any kind of debris before lighting – HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Warranty: Lifetime Limited Warranty
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